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ABSTRACT

We considor the square-lattice spin 1/2 anisotropic

Heisenberg ferromagnet^with interactions whose symmetry can inde-

pendently (quenched model) and randomly be of two competing typos,

namely the isotropic Heisenberg type and the Ising one. Within a

real space renormal izat ion group framework, we perform- a; quite

precise numerical calculation of the criticai, frontier^and octa-

blish its main asymptotic behaviors!, JJ» .*j-iiff=M»«̂ â «LOfl~p7«* the

relevant universality classes/, through tjie analysis of the correla-

tion length critical exponent, f '

Key-words; Heisenberg ferromagnet; magnetic anisotropy; phase di£

gram; universality classes.
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In recent years, several attempts have been made to

study critical properties of magnetic systems characterized by in-

teractions belonging to competing symmetries (detailed theoretical

and experimental information can be respectively found in Refs.

[1, 2] and [3J and references therein). A particularly interesting

case is that where spins, on a regular lattice might be coupled

through uniaxial, planar or spherical interactions, whose respectii

ve prototypes are the Ising, isotropic XY and isotropic Heisenberg

models. Such situations have already been experimentally encounte_
141

red in antiferromagnetic systems like Fei-xCoxBr2 (Ising - XY

competition) and Rb2CoxMni_x ' (Ising-Heisenberg competition).

From the theoretical standpoint, Ising-Heisenberg mixtures have

been studied, for quenched random site systems, within effective

field frameworks , and, for D=2 quenched random bond systems,

with high-temperature series techniquesl ' . For this second ca

se, a continuous variation of the susceptibility critical exponent

Y with concentration was obtained. As pointed out by Pekalski

himself1 ' , this result is clearly unsatisfactory; indeed, syntne

try arguments strongly suggest that the universality class corres-

ponding to the system under analysis should be, almost everywhere

in the critical frontier, that of the Ising model.

In the present paper we study the phase diagram and

universality classes of the quenched bond-random spin 1/2 anisotro

pic Heisenberg ferromagnet in square lattice, each bond of which

being either an isotropic Heisenberg interaction or an Ising-like

one. The formalism we use is a real space renormalization group

(RG) one, which has recently been developed' ' ' for quantum

spin systems, and whose performance has proved to be quite relia-

ble (both qualitatively and quantitatively for square lattice).

We consider the following dimensionless Hamiltonian:
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(o* o* + ay oy.)) (1)

where <i#j> denotes first neighbors on a square lattice, the o's

are the Pauli operators, K^j H Jij/k^T > 0 (JAj is the coupling

constant) is the same for all bonds, and A^j elO,l] is the random

anisotropy parameter. For the limiting value A^j = 1 (A^j = 0)we

recover the Ising (isotropic Heisenberg) model. The randomness

of the problem is described by the following probability law:

P(Kij, Aij) = [p6 (A±j - A) + (1 - p) 6(Aij)] 6 (Kij - K) (2)

with 0 < p S l , O s A S l and K = J/k^T > 0. The particular

case A = 1 corresponds to the Ising-Heisenberg mixture analyzed

in Refs. [2] and [8].

To construct the RG we follow along the lines of

Refs. [9] and [10], renormalizing the cluster of Fig. l(a) into

that of Fig. l(b) (the linear scale factor being consequently b=2);

both clusters are self-dual, therefore particularly performant for

the square lattice.

We associate the binary distribution (2) with each one

of the 5 bonds of cluster l(a). Consequently 25 different configu

rations are possible (some of them being topologically equivalent).

Each configuration is characterized by the set ({JwV}, {A ?. })

with I * 1, 2, ..., 5. With each configuration we associate

K I * * } , {A.J**}) and A H ( { K | J
) } ) / UÍj*)) by imposing l9'10]

a Tr *
3,4

Whore ̂ ]234 nn^ *^12 iirc -̂'1C Hami ltonianf; correspondig to the

cluster»; of Figs. l(a) and 1 (b) respectively. These two Hamilto-
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nians are precisely of the same type indicated in Eq.(1) (i.e., the

present RG generates no new types of terms). Although imposition

(3) is a very natural one, its operational implementation is rather

complex as it involves the computational treatment of a 16 X 16 m£

trix (associated with ^1234) # practical details on the procedure

can be found in Refs.19,10],

The renormalized parameters KJS and A^j are now

associated with a distribution law PH which is no more binary.

It has in fact 14 different 6's, and is given by

j - KH) 6(Aij - AH) (4)

Under successive renormalizations the distribution law becomes mo-

re and more complex. It is in principle possible to keep track

of its evolution up to an eventual stabilization, but, following

along the lines of previous similar theories (e.g., Ref.fllJ), we

shall instead approximate it by the following binary one:

= [ p ' 6 ( A i j - A ' J + d - p M o t A i j ) ] 6 ( K i j - K 1 ) ( 5 )

where p', K1 and A1 have to be found as functions of p, K and

A. To do this we impose that the main momenta are preserved through

renormalization. More specifically we demand

< Kij > pi = < Kij >pH = gj(p, K, A) (6)

< A±j > p» « < A ^ >pH = g2(p# K, A)

whore <....> denotes the standard mean values. While Eqs. (6)

and (7) are quite natural choices, Eq. (8) has been adopted in

order to decouple p and A. The set of Eqs.(6)-(8) immediately
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yield

K* = gx (9)

A' = g3/g2 (10)

P1 = g2/A' (11)

which constitute the RG recursive relations which close the for

malism. Iteration (in the (p, 1/K, A) space, for instance) pro-

vides the para-ferromagnetic critical surface (see Figs. 2(a) and

2(b) for selected cuts of this surface) as well as the set of

universality classes. For p=l we recover the results obtained

in Ref.[9]. When p and/or A increase, the lower symmetry

(Ising) becomes dominant, consequently the critical temperature is

expected to increase, as exibited in Fig.2. In the neighborhood

of p = A = 1, we obtain the following asymptotic behaviors:

T (p=1),A) - T i p , A)
— - -vA(A)d-p) (p+1) (12)

Tc(p = l, A)

and

T (p, A=l) - T (p, A)
— £ — -vB(p)(l-A) +C(p)(l-A)2 (£->l) (13)

TC(P, A - l )

where A(A), B(p) and C(p) are shown in Figs. 3 and 4. Numeri

cal difficulties prevented us from a reliable description of the

T •• 0 asymptotic behaviors.

Two non trivial fixed points belong to the critical

surf «ice, namely the isotropic Heisonhorg one (at (p, J-̂ T/J, A)

= (1, 0, 0)), and the Ising one (at (p, V.B'J'/J, A) = (1, 2.269...,!)>:

both ore located .it the ex.ict vnluos''^ *^J . Thcr.o points chnrnc-
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terize the unique two universality classes of this problem; indeed

the RG flow shows that the universality class is that of the

Ising (isotropic Hoisenberg) model for all points of the critical

surface at finite (vanishing) temperature. These results disagree

with those obtained (for the antiferromagnetic system) by high-tem

perature series1 • O J # and confirm the symmetry-based intuitive ex

pectation.

The correlation length critical exponents are given by

v± = In b/ln \± (i = T, A) (14)

where A^ is the relevant eigenvalue (X^ £ 1) of the Jacobian m<a

trix 3(p', K1, A*)/3(p/ K, A) calculated at the corresponding fi-

Í14]xed point. We obtain vT z 1.15 (the exact value equals I1 )for

the Ising fixed point, and vT = » (which reproduces the exact va-

lue' J) and vA - 1.22 (we found no other value in the literature

for comparison) for the isotropic Heisenberg fixed point.

1 To conclude let us say that we believe that the present

approximation of the critical surface should be a numerically quite

reliable one.

We acknowledge fruitful discussAon-s with A.O. Caride;

one of us (A.M.M.) also acknowledges useful remarks from C.A.P. Gal_

vão.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

FIG. 1 - Self-dual two-terminal clusters. The terminal and in-

ternal nodes are respectively denoted by O and •.

FIG. 2 - (a) Cuts of the critical frontier for selected values of

A; (b) Cuts of the critical frontier for selected values

of p. P and F are respectively the paramagnetic and ferro

magnetic phases.

FIG. 3 - ^-dependence of the asymptotic coefficient A (A) given

byEq.(12)> [A(D -0.32 and A(0) «0.18].

FIG. 4 - p-dependence of the coefficients B(p) and C(p) given

by Eq. (13); IB(1) = 0, C(l) - 0.29 and B(0) - 0.17,

C(0) r 0.05J.
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FIG. 1
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